ABSTRACT
Composite materials are widely used in the aerospace, automotive, and sports industries. Designing a composite product requires highly concurrent processes including manufacturing and assembly considerations. This paper examines existing classification schemes for composite materials based on reinforcement and matrix type. Next we review various research, industry, and standards organization efforts to develop computer representation models of composite materials. We then present a survey of specification and verification standards for composite materials, highlighting their gaps and overlaps. Key findings of our analysis are that standard test methods are lacking for particle-reinforced composite materials, and that existing bonding inspection methods and computer-aided design presentation methods for layered composite materials need improvement.

1 INTRODUCTION
Composite materials are defined as a combination of two or more individual materials resulting in improved properties than of the individual materials by themselves [1,2]. The materials are usually combined at a macroscopic level and are not soluble in one another. The materials can be reinforcement such as particles or fibers surrounded by a matrix material, or lamina (a single layer) stacked with more laminae to form a laminate. Composite matrix materials may also contain fillers that can reduce weight but are not considered to provide reinforcement. Some composite materials may not have a matrix material and consist of sheets of woven fibers. Composite materials can be non-isotropic, having different physical properties along different directions. Most of the engineered composite materials are developed to be lightweight and have greater strength in the direction of loading than their isotropic counterparts.

Many composite materials are naturally occurring such as wood while others are manufactured to suit an engineering purpose, for example concrete that is mixed to provide specific properties. Composite materials are commonly used in many products, such as vehicles, airplanes, artificial hips for the medical industry, and sports equipment. According to a 2010 report from the American Composites Manufacturers Association (ACMA), $13.7 billion dollars worth of composite components were traded in the United States [3]. This paper describes the landscape of composite materials, highlighting gaps and overlaps in composite standards throughout the composite product lifecycle.

The next section provides a review of composite product design. Section 3 presents various composite material classification schemes, while section 4 discusses different composite material representation standards and modeling efforts to enable an easy transition to analysis models. Section 5 provides a composite material specification and verification standards landscape, followed by issues and opportunities in composite material research. Section 6 offers some concluding remarks.

2 COMPOSITE PRODUCT DESIGN
A typical structured design process consists of four stages: requirements study, conceptual design, embodiment design, and detail design [4] followed by manufacturing of the finalized product.
Figure 1: The first two stages of the product lifecycle as (a) a linear process with design followed by material/manufacturing. (b) Example of a concurrent design process where material, manufacturing, assembly, and other constraints are considered during the design stage.

Composite product design and manufacturing can follow a concurrent process (Figure 1b) [7,8]. For composite products, the raw materials, the product’s purpose, and manufacturing are heavily inter-dependent. If the requirements change for a composite product, then the raw materials may change. If the required raw materials change, then the manufacturing process may change because composite manufacturing processes are suitable for combining specific raw materials. In the embodiment and detail design stages, the CAD model is analyzed to validate and optimize the design. Typically, the geometry, material, and model boundary conditions are needed to perform several different types of analysis. The results of these analyses are used to optimize the CAD model (Figure 2a). Analysis requires not only a composite product’s geometry, but also the geometry of each composite material used to create the product.

Figure 2: (a) Typical flow of information between CAD and analysis models. (b) Composite material information required to perform an analysis on composite products.
composite product (Figure 2b). For a fiber-reinforced laminate composite, the material information regarding the number of laminae, fiber orientation in each lamina, fiber material, and matrix has to be separately entered into the product analysis model. Furthermore, the analysis results may be used to modify not only the product geometry and/or material but also all aspects of the constituent laminae, fibers, and cores. The need to support the analysis poses a unique challenge modeling the composite product in CAD. Section 4 will further discuss the modeling efforts and challenges.

3 LANDSCAPE OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS: CLASSIFICATION

Composite materials can be classified by their matrix and type of reinforcement. The matrix is commonly either a polymer, ceramic, carbon, or metal and binds the reinforcement together, may provide protection from the external environment, transfers loads to the reinforcement, and contributes to the mechanical properties of the composite material. Composite materials can also be classified based on their application or manufacturing processes. The most common classification of composite materials is based on the type of reinforcement (Figure 3) [9] such as particle-reinforced, fiber-reinforced, or structurally reinforced composite materials.

Particle-reinforced composites are defined by the particle size and the dispersion of particles within the matrix. Fiber-reinforced composites are grouped based on the continuity of the fibers and how the fibers are oriented in the matrix. A structurally reinforced composite is either a laminate, with multiple laminae with different properties, or a sandwich structure. A sandwich structure has two face-sheets, which may be laminates themselves, sandwiching a honeycomb, foam, or other core. Particle-reinforced and fiber-reinforced composites can form the laminae in a laminate or sandwich composite.

Engineered composite materials can also use natural fibers (hemp, kenaf, and jute fibers) or synthetic fibers (glass and carbon fibers) and natural matrix (lignin in wood) or engineered matrix (polymers, ceramics, carbon, and metal). Natural-fiber-reinforced polymer matrix composite materials are gaining interest in the automotive industry for their environmental advantages during their use and recycling stages [10-12]. Ceramic-based natural-fiber-reinforced composites have found limited application in bioengineering [13,14]. Metal-based natural-fiber-reinforced composites have found application as structural components, such as beams and panels for building applications [15,16].

4 LANDSCAPE OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS: REPRESENTATION STANDARDS AND MODELING IN CAD

Composite design is supported by a few CAD systems, such as Siemens NX [17] and Fibersim [18], Dassault CATIA [19] and PTC Creo [20]. NX, Creo, and CATIA have draping features to facilitate layered composite modeling. Siemens Fibersim has a more advanced suite of features for layered composite design, analysis, related manufacturing, and inspection planning. Layered composite analysis is supported by most of the specialized finite element analysis vendors (ANSYS [21], NASTRAN [22], ABAQUS [23]). In order to translate, edit, and correct the composite CAD files for analysis, several vendors provide mesh editing tools, such as Altair-Hypermesh [24], Elysium – CADdoctor [25], and Anark Core [26].

According to the US Department of Commerce, “A standard is a document that contains technical specifications or other precise criteria to be used consistently as a rule, guideline, or definition of characteristics, to ensure that materials, products, processes, personnel or services are competent and/or fit for their intended purpose(s)” [27]. A survey of composites
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**Figure 3: Classification of composites based on the type of reinforcement. (Figure adapted from Fig. 16.2 in [9])**
design and drafting standards is presented in [28]. Section 4.1 discusses representation standards whose data models are applicable to composite materials. Section 4.2 summarizes independent research efforts to model composite materials in CAD. In Section 5, we discuss standards for specification and verification for composite materials.

### 4.1 Composite data models

Three neutral 3D formats used with composite models are ISO (International Organization for Standardization) 10303-209 – also known as STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data) AP209 (Structural Analysis Design) [29], Product Representation Compact (PRC) – also known as 3D PDF [30], and JT [31]. Each format has advantages depending on the purpose for which it is used [32]. STEP AP209 has advantages for exchanging data and archiving purposes. 3D PDF and JT are suited well for viewing 3D composite models.

#### 4.1.1 Standard for Exchange of Product data (STEP)

One of the widely used data exchange standards for representing 3D geometry of a CAD part is the ISO 10303 series of standards, also called STEP [33]. One of the standards in this series ISO 10303-209 (STEP AP209) [29] supports composite data for engineering analyses. The main concepts and their hierarchy in this standard are shown in Figure 5. The three main concepts are a ply (lamina or sheet used in structural composites), filament (fiber) and processed core (core used in structural composites). These can be part of the laminate tables in the hierarchy shown in Figure 5. A laminate table is a collection of information regarding the number and sequence of plies (laminae) and processed cores that may constitute a composite product. Further details are available in [34]. As is evident from the figure, STEP AP209 facilitates storage of structural composite data. The ISO 10303 composites data model has recently been expanded to support new braiding and weaving technologies developed since the publication of AP209. These capabilities will appear in the new standard 10303-242, Managed Model Based 3D Engineering (AP242) [34]. Two organizations that focus on recommending best practices for deployment and testing of software implementations of STEP for composite materials are the CAx Implementor Forum [35] and the Long Term Archiving and Retrieval (LOTAR) consortium [36].

#### 4.1.2 3D PDF and JT

Other 3D data representation formats in the CAD industry that can potentially support composite material data are 3D PDF [30] and JT [31]. 3D PDF and JT represent 3D data as tessellations. Besides tessellations, JT and 3D PDF have b-rep (boundary representation), assembly structure and PMI (product and manufacturing information) related data. They do not have specialized concepts for handling composite-related data, but they can model composite materials as tessellations (3D PDF) and/or assembly structures (JT). Representing composites with tessellations has various drawbacks, including large skewed polygons (causing representation issues), and polygons intersecting each other (for long thin laminates). Further details regarding these issues can be found in [34]. Industry groups supporting the deployment and testing of 3D PDF and JT are the 3D PDF Consortium [37] and the JT Implementor Forum [38], respectively.

### 4.2 Recent research on composites modeling in literature

Many researchers have attempted to model composite materials for design and analysis. Table 1 summarizes a sampling of them. Most of these efforts focus on layered composite materials as these are widely used in the industry. Ceruti et al. [39] created a system for automatically generating drawings for structural composite products with fixed ply materials. The drawings are generated based on the British standards for part drawings with composite materials [40]. The composite materials are exported as tessellation files (STereoLithography - STL files) [41]. The system does not support any analysis. Sun et al. [42, 43] created a modeling technique for representing fiber-reinforced composite materials, including 2D woven fabrics, 2D basket weave, 3D tri-axial braided, and 3D unidirectional composite materials with matrix. The model also supports some analysis. Lomov et al. [44] define a method for micro- and macro-level analysis for woven and braided composite materials. Hepworth et al. [45] created a composite design automation program for designing structural composite materials, creating manufacturing planes and limited analysis. Zhang and Sarhadi [46] developed an automated system for manufacturing fiber-reinforced and structural composite materials from a CAD file. There are three patents on composite representation schemes by Murrish [47, 48] and Menayo [49]. Murrish and Hanson [47] describe a method for representing layered composite materials in CAD systems with sheet objects. These layered composite materials can also have cores. In Murrish [48], layered composite materials are represented with individual plies as a tessellated volume or solid. Menayo and Quero [49] developed a computer-aided method for automatically generating a layer stacking sequence from stress calculations of a layered composite material. Ply data can then

![Figure 4: Data-elements in STEP 209-edition 2 that assists in representing composite materials.](image-url)
Table 1: Summary of literature on composite material modeling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Literature</th>
<th>Type of composite</th>
<th>Supports Analysis</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ceruti et al. [39]</td>
<td>Structural (fixed ply materials)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>(a) Generates drawing with ply table. (b)Exports STL file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun et al. [42, 43]</td>
<td>Fiber-reinforced composite with matrix</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2D woven fabric, 2D basket weave, 3D tri-axial braided, and 3D uni-directional composite are also presented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lomov et al. [44]</td>
<td>Woven and braided composites</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Mostly for composite fabrics, supports modeling and analysis from micro-macro level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepworth et al. [45]</td>
<td>Structural</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Supports mostly manufacturing planning of structural composites using CAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang and Sarhadi [46]</td>
<td>Fiber-reinforced + Structural</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>CAD and CAM for fiber reinforced structural composites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murrish and Hanson [47]</td>
<td>Structural</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CAD representation for plies (structural composite)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menayo and Quero [49]</td>
<td>Structural</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Computer-aided method for generating an output that can be used to create CAD representation for plies (structural composite)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murrish [48]</td>
<td>Structural</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Tessellated volume or Solid for representation of plies (structural composite)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

also be used for a layered composite design in a CAD system. A review of finite element analysis software for composite analysis is presented by Karlsson [50].

As is evident from the literature presented in Table 1, most of the efforts target modeling, analysis and manufacturing planning for layered composite materials (structural composite materials including fiber-reinforced composite materials).

5 LANDSCAPE OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS: SPECIFICATION AND VERIFICATION STANDARDS

A composite product’s lifecycle includes design, material production, manufacturing, inspection, testing, and recycling/repair. For each lifecycle stage, there are specification and verification standards defining precise criteria for lifecycle processes. Table 2 presents a list of standards development organizations (SDO’s) that have standards to support a composite product in its various lifecycle stages.

The ASME Y14.37–2012 Composite Part Drawings [51] is the standard related to drawings of composite materials. ASTM and SAE have standards that are used in testing the properties of composite materials. ISO (ISO 14253-1.6, Geometrical product specifications [52]) and ASME have standards for inspecting the geometry of materials used in composites. Further details regarding ASTM and SAE standards are discussed in the following subsections.

5.1 ASTM Composites Standards

The ASTM standards are developed by the D30 (Composite Materials), D20 (Plastics), and E07 (Nondestructive Testing) committees. The focus of the D30 committee is the advancement of composite material technology and supporting the needs of the aerospace, automotive, recreational, and medical composites industries. The D30 committee has developed standards related to composite testing methods. The D20 committee has developed standards related to plastics and resin that are used in composites while the E07 committee has developed standards for identifying material discontinuities using ultrasonic or radio waves. A few examples of the standards developed by ASTM for composites are given in Table 3.

5.2 SAE Composites Standards

SAE has several committees working on specifications of composite materials. The AMS (Aerospace Material Specification)-P Polymeric and Composites Materials Committee develops standards for polymeric fibers that can be used in composite materials. The AMS CACRC (Commercial Aircraft Composite Repair Committee) deals with various types of pre-impregnated (pre-preg) materials (fiber sheets with uncured matrix material already included) that can be used to repair aircraft composite products. The AMS P17 is the main Composite Materials Committee. A few examples of the 291 standards developed by SAE for composite materials are given in Table 4.
Table 3: Examples of standards developed by ASTM that relate to composite materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property of Composite Material</th>
<th>Committee</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compressive strength, modulus, thickness and density of flat sandwich core</td>
<td>D30</td>
<td>ASTM C365/C365M-11a (Test Method for Flatwise Compressive Properties of Sandwich Cores) [53], C366/C366M-11 (Test Methods for Measurement of Thickness of Sandwich Cores) [54], and C271/C271M-11 (Test Method for Density of Sandwich Core Materials) [55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Void content</td>
<td>D20</td>
<td>ASTM D2734-09 (Test Methods for Void Content of Reinforced Plastics) [56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber volume content</td>
<td>D30</td>
<td>ASTM D3171-11 (Test Methods for Constituent Content of Composite Materials) [57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General material discontinuities</td>
<td>E07</td>
<td>ASTM E1495-12 (Guide for Acousto-Ultrasonic Assessment of Composites, Laminates, and Bonded Joints) [58] and E2104-09 (Practice for Radiographic Examination of Advanced Aero and Turbine Materials and Components) [59]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Examples of standards developed by SAE that relate to composite materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composite application</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composite pre-preg</td>
<td>AMS 3914 [60], AMS 3960 [61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honeycomb core</td>
<td>AMS 3722B [62], ARP5606A [63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite laminates</td>
<td>ARP 5605A [64]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft repair pre-preg fabric</td>
<td>AMS 3970 (A, /1A, /2A etc/) [65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive fiber-reinforced polymer</td>
<td>J2253 [66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft sandwich core and construction</td>
<td>AMS STD 401 [67]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Gaps and Overlaps among Composite Standards

Since there are many different SDO’s (ASTM, SAE, ACMA, etc.) focused on composite materials, one would expect these standards to have overlaps and/or gaps. Figure 6 depicts these standards/guidelines along two axes. The horizontal axis represents different stages in the lifecycle of a product. The vertical axis represents the three different types of composite materials: particle-reinforced, fiber-reinforced and structurally reinforced composite materials. The ACMA provides design and manufacturing guidelines to aid in production of composites materials. The SAE has material specification-related standards that apply to fiber-reinforced and structurally reinforced composite materials as well as repair standards for composites. ASTM has many standards for measuring various properties of composite materials and products. The ASTM standards apply mostly to fiber-reinforced and structurally-reinforced composite materials. ISO has standards (ISO 14253 series [52]) for inspection of surface finish as well as for geometric and dimensional tolerancing that could be applied to composite products.

An overlap exists between SAE standards for composite material specification and the ACMA manufacturing process guidelines, which also cover composite material specifications. An additional overlap exists between ASTM and SAE addressing test methods for structural sandwich core materials.

For testing fiber-reinforced composite materials, ASTM has standards for determining composite material properties while SAE addresses mechanical and thermal properties. Although the ISO standards and SAE standards for inspection of structural composite materials are shown together in Figure 6, they do not overlap. The ISO standards determine surface roughness and geometric quality of the outer surfaces of the materials whereas the SAE standards address nondestructive inspection of laminate materials for internal flaws due to manufacturing processes.

Gaps are most pronounced in standards for particle-reinforced composite materials as is evident from Figure 6, and of particular concern is the lack of testing standards. Also, a survey of nondestructive inspection methods for bonding of carbon fiber-reinforced polymer composites from Ehrhart [68] reports that, although defect detection is possible, no definitive statement can be made about the quality of the adhesion, its strength, or its properties. Bonding quality is important for bonded layered composite materials, especially in industries such as aerospace and defense where safety and performance are critical. In fact, the United States Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) recently issued a challenge to improve bonding processes for metal composite materials to address concerns about process variability. Current industry practice is to add bolts after bonding because of the lack of confidence in the process [69].

Not so obvious in Figure 6 is a gap in standards for composite product design. ASME Y14.37 specifies how composite product information should be presented in 2D drawings, but does not address how this information should be presented in a 3D CAD model. CAD software vendors are making progress addressing the computational and visualization challenges associated with creating models of composite materials [34]. However, standards are needed to ensure consistency of 3D presentation of composite product information in different software applications.
Figure 6: Standards/guidelines that relate to different lifecycle stages of composites materials and products.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Composite materials are seeing increased use in manufacturing, yet information standards for the design, manufacture, and inspection/testing of composite products lag behind those for products made from isotropic materials. This paper provides the first steps toward developing a standards roadmap for composite product information. It is evident that different SDOs focus on different aspects of composite materials and, therefore, few overlaps in SDO scope exist. Our survey did expose an overlap between a SAE materials specification and ACMA process guidelines, and an overlap between ASTM and SAE test methods for structural sandwich core materials. More importantly, our standards landscape revealed standards gaps across the product lifecycle for particle-reinforced composites. A gap is also evident in understanding the bonding quality as determined by nondestructive inspection of fiber-reinforced polymer composites. Lastly, standards are needed to address how composite information for 3D CAD models should be presented.
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